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A letter from Laurence Freeman, OSB

During our WCCM Pilgrimage to
Israel last month we visited the city
that the gospels call ‘Jesus’ own city’,
Capernaum. Born in Bethlehem,
raised in Nazareth, once he began
his teaching and travelling mission,
he moved his base of operation to
Capernaum on the north-east shore
of the Sea of Galilee. Now it is an
archaeological site but then it was
an international highway connecting with the wider world. Here, he
spoke regularly on the sabbath,
called his disciples and healed people. From the fifth century a church
existed on the traditional site of Peter’s house – perhaps the 1st century house whose foundations we
visited and where Jesus came (Mt
8:14) to heal Peter’s mother-in-law.
Perhaps (many perhapses) it was
where Jesus made his home whenever he came back to Capernaum.
Such ideas are probabilities at
best. But it is moving as well as enlightening to stand there, realising
that it was here (or somewhere very
like it) that Jesus of Nazareth was
also Jesus of Capernaum, a short
distance from the Jordan where he
was baptised and from the level
field on the mountainside where
he gave his great Sermon. It is moving because it brings home to us
the historical, human reality of the
Word made flesh. (I am writing this
on the Feast of the Annunciation).
The cosmic Christ was once a local
Jesus. It is enlightening because it
opens us – or, at least, it made me
feel – how the dimensions of time
and space we inhabit are only some
of the many dimensions that constitute reality. General Relativity says
we live in three dimensions of space
and one of time. String Theory
thinks there may be up to twenty-

six other dimensions. Space and
time may be merely ‘curled’ up, they
say, in other dimensions on a subatomic scale.
So, (I won’t say ‘perhaps’ any
more), once a local always a local.
Jesus of Capernaum like each of us,
is local and global, historical and
timeless. In geography every location on the earth is unique and at
the same time similar to all other locations. In physics a point does not

die but continues to grow?
Pilgrimage to our own religious
sacred sites and to those of other
faiths helps ground us in a spiritual
mystery enfolded in time and space.
Meditation is the interior aspect of
this pilgrimage. It can be practiced
within the house of our own faith,
alone or with guests. The guests
may then invite us to their homes to
meditate with them there. By meditating together, we open to the all-

Inscriptions on a wall at the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, Jerusalem

have dimensional attributes: it is a
‘unique location’. I don’t understand
this, but it can help at least to begin
to understand the mystery of Christ.
This mystery is the experience of the
Resurrection. We need examples,
symbols, analogies, sacraments,
to help us see that contradictions
can co-exist, like the two sides of a
coin. We cannot approach any mystery without being confused at first.
Remember the first time you meditated and what you thought about
it afterwards? If you have lost someone you loved, remember how you
became aware that the love did not

inclusive spiritual dimension of reality. We recognise it because it heals
divisions and engenders love.
When I was a boy studying history
at school, we learned that a cleversounding way to start an essay was
‘XXX was a time of transition’. We
were reminded by our teacher that
every age is transitional. Nevertheless, today, we are all acutely conscious of being a transitional generation in almost every aspect of life.
When we see how rapidly change
is happening around us, we call it
a ‘time of crisis’. Then, interiorly, we
can feel at a loss, caught up in its
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rush and confusion. Language then
falters and fails us. We use extreme
terms – crisis, cliff-edge, danger, disaster – for almost everything. The
media thrive on the ‘breaking news’
and ‘live feeds’ of extreme events.
In such a world, it’s more than ever
important to be aware of the multiple dimensions of reality and not
identify only with what we can see
and touch in our comfort zone. Regardless of religious belief, we need
the spiritual dimension that enfolds
all dimensions. And this is why a
contemplative mind is necessary to
survive and navigate modern life.
And why, if we are truly concerned
for the next generation, we need
to make meditation integral to our
children’s early formation and education.
Religiously, the crisis is as acute
as in all the social and ecological
aspects of our world. Religion has
largely failed to connect with the
spiritual needs of people. Christianity is widely dismissed as a retrosexual morality – attended by the
hypocritical embarrassments that
carries. A spiritual black hole has
opened in our consumer culture
and our institutions. Because of all
this, the spiritual dimension, that
enfolds and connects all dimensions of reality, is often hijacked by
reductionistic techniques that soon
become new forms of superstition
and magic or just more packages in
the commercial market-place. The
old gods are dying. New gods are
ascending and replacing them.
‘gods’ depend on the worship,
enduring belief and sacrifices of
their devotees. They (and their
representatives) get their power
from the people. Socrates saw this
long ago, when he understood the
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meaning of myth and the natural
basis of the gods. He paid the price
of rejection for telling what he saw.
While the old gods are strong, they
and their supporters can be brutal. But, when belief and devotion
move away from them, the old
gods – old religious systems and
rituals – weaken. They struggle for
numbers. Yet, it is hard to live without gods. There is a non-materialistic side of humanity that demands
expression, symbolism and seeks
meaning. ‘gods’ help us satisfy this,
however superficially - the pantheon of media celebrities, frenetic
shopping centres running their
devotees into debt they cannot

A cyclical pilgrimage into
the dimension of reality
that the Resurrection has
opened for humanity...
afford, the gods of war and misinformation and drugs. The old gods
– religious devotion, consecrated
life, the mystique of celibacy, the
power of priesthood, Sunday worship – find it hard to compete.
Religion and culture are woven
together. When one evolves so
must the other. Otherwise they
split and we feel increasingly disconnected. Of course, we are more
than our cultural conditioning. So,
the life of spirit still teaches and
touches us: when we fall in love,
when we fall out of love, when
we fall sick, when we briefly enjoy
physical perfection, when we give
birth, when we sit by a death-bed.
But increasingly, daily life, however affluent, looks like a wasteland
even to the young who normally
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see things with hope and optimism.
The dimensions of time and space
themselves are filled with stress,
psychological suffering and the
feeling of entrapment. We can try
to escape because there is no lack
of escape routes in fantasy, distraction, addiction and other ways of
self-harm.
We need another kind of wasteland, a desert, to find our way back
to the sense of wonder in the multidimensionality of reality. ‘Oh, what
a beautiful world’. We can then find
our unique point of location, where
we belong and where we know
who we are because we are known.
There are no ‘gods’ in the desert, just
our own demons and the angels we
need.. There is only the God who is
and who has no name.
Jesus spent his Lent in the Judean wilderness. He practiced selfrestraint and dealt with the demons
we all know. He knew the seeds of
pride, greed and self-fixation in the
human psyche. We should never be
complacent about having fully mastered them. It was after his time in
the desert of self-preparation that
he settled in Capernaum and his
voice began to be widely heard. Our
own forty days are similar - a time of
self-restraint to repair some of our
obscured spiritual vision – giving up
something and doing something
extra. Undertaken seriously, we
soon feel how this purifies, focuses,
our whole way of seeing and acting.
‘In Lent we are preparing to celebrate Easter.’This sounds trite, unless
we understand what celebration
means. It is more than ringing bells,
eating chocolate and smiling. It
means that the dimension in which
the Resurrection of Jesus is experienced is opened wide. We no longer
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look at it from the outside. We see
ourselves within it as a dimension of
Jesus of Capernaum giving us direct
access to the hidden dimensions of
reality. In a strange way this is so for
believers and non-believers. To believe is a wonderful asset. Those who
have it like to share with others. But
what matters even more than belief,
is faith, which is our deepest capacity to relate to reality. We can share
the benefits of what we believe
with those who don’t, provided we
can meet in the experience of faith
– the experience beyond words and
thoughts that we find in meditation.
Lent prepares us to celebrate
the Easter mysteries more deeply
each year; it is more than a liturgical
celebration. It is a cyclical pilgrimage, deeper into the dimension of
reality that the Resurrection has
opened for humanity across all dimensions, backwards and forwards
in time; and in every unique location, the West Bank of the Palestinian territories, and Christchurch,
New Zealand, Bonnevaux and your
own home town. In the desert we
tried to purify the doors of perception. We wanted to be more open
to the dimension that enfolds every
dimension. Our effort, like our daily
meditation, is a sign of good faith
relating to what we cannot see or
prove or understand. But which we
come to know. When we look back
over Lent and evaluate what we did
or didn’t succeed in, we should not
evaluate it falsely. It is not about
how perfectly we kept it but how far
we advanced in self-knowledge. Perfectionism is a false light manufactured by the ego. Self-knowledge is
the light of our spirit illuminating all
dimensions of reality.
‘Dimensions of reality’ sounds
very abstract. But they refer to levels of experience. Meditation, as
John Main often said, is about experience not theory. Anyone can enter

this experience, even though words
fail us when we try to describe the
meaning and nature of what we experience. It is the same for the ways
we undergo the cycle of death and
resurrection in our lives. It is not a
dogma but an experience. We know
we have experienced resurrection
in our lives: when something seems
to have died in us and yet, even after
what might seem a long three days,
life is wondrously renewed and expanded. St Augustine said the Resurrection of Christ is more than a
belief. It is the essence of Christian
faith. It is our faith. And faith – meditation teaches us each day – is pure
experience.
So, how do we feel the Resurrection experience?
For sure, not as we feel most other
kinds of experience. It is commonly

Self-knowledge is the light
of our spirit illuminating all
dimensions of reality.
said that millennials prefer experiences to possessions. They are less
interested than their parents in buying material things or settling down
in stable commitments. They like
to go to many places, participate
in different kinds of events, do new
things and keep their options open.
However generally true this is, it is a
feature of modern culture. Products
are not marketed on the basis of
their content or usefulness as much
as on the kind of ‘experience’ they
are associated with. Serial experiences like this suit the new gods of
our time better than the old gods
who expected regularity, observance and fidelity.
The gospel tells us that the Resurrection of Jesus is encountered
in the spiritual dimension. Experience in the spiritual dimension is
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faith. It is not part of a series of ever
new and exciting experiences – but
about the deepening of relationship. This kind of experience cannot be bought or traded or even
observed and evaluated from outside. It is as much within as without.
Through self-knowledge- the kind
in which we know ourselves known,
- Christ is formed in us. It is not a
one-off. It grows. And so, there are
temporary and partial ways of experiencing the Risen Christ. If we try to
pin him down, he slips away as he
did at Emmaus and, definitively, at
the Ascension. And yet, after these
partial enlightenments, we do not
doubt our experience. On the contrary, our faith deepens.
Why should it be like this? We
could think that God is playing
games with us or ‘testing’ us. That
might be a childlike way of putting
it but not so attractive to people today. To understand it, we need to
relate to the dimensions of reality
we cannot see as clearly as those of
time and space. The physicist David
Bohm tried to explain how these
different dimensions relate by comparing the ‘implicate order’ and the
‘explicate order’. The Implicate order
is the deeper reality which enfolds
all other dimensions. In this order,
space and time no longer dominate
relationships between things – or
people. It is the ground from which
reality emerges. The Explicate order
is the unfolding of this, in the way a
digital signal unfolds itself to produce images on a screen.
I once met Bohm while waiting
for a yoga class, but I hadn’t read
him then and we didn’t have time
anyway and it wasn’t the right space.
Although he was very interested in
meditation, he wasn’t religious as
far as I know. Maybe his ideas don’t
help everyone, but they suggest
to me a mystical and scientific vision of reality that resonates with
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the wisdom of the spiritual tradi- then smashed the god-statue, grace that transforms despair into
tions. Concerning the Resurrection, ground it into powder and made hope, bitterness into love.
Resurrection doesn’t make us imit helps us see how the ordinary the people drink it. They re-owned
experience of daily life connects to their projections and tasted reality mortal. We still die. But it changes
the way we live and therefore how
the experience of that deeper, en- again.
folded dimension in which the Res‘gods’ are projections, splinters of we approach death. This is faith. As
urrection is fully encountered. There ourselves. That is why they depend faith deepens, meaning emerges.
were ‘appearances’, unfoldings, of on us. We blame them when bad We recognise the pattern of the
the Risen Jesus. Ten are described things happen but only dig a deep- Resurrection experienced over and
in the New Testament in a way that er hole of unreality and of alienation over from childhood to the end. As I
is both ordinary and mysterious. from our true selves. When we imag- finish this letter, I recognise this patThese encounters transformed the ine God as a god we do the same. tern once again.
lives of those touched by them. It We blame ‘Him’ for ‘allowing’ bad
Today in London, as the trees
seemed to them even more real things or for ‘inflicting’ them on us are washed in spring green, we are
than the physical kind of encounter as punishment. The desert and the packing up Mediatio House and
bound in time and space. Ever since Resurrection expose the fatal self- the community is moving to Bonthen, down the centuries, lives have
been touched by the Resurrection
and take a new direction. Without
leaving the ground of daily life, they
expand into new dimensions of reality. If this were not so, why would
we be celebrating Easter this year?
The Resurrection doesn’t make
Jesus a god, new or old. His followers are members of a religion bearing his name, but only secondarily.
Primarily, they are those whose
faith in him and union with him is
growing continuously. This unfolds
– with ups and downs, as in all relationships – and leads us into dimensions of his reality that astonish the Meditatio House Community in London packing to move to Bonnevaux
mind and break open the heart. As deception in this kind of religious nevaux. A leaving and an arriving,
this is what the Resurrection means, mentality. Meditation, in Christian a death and resurrection. There is
the present time of transition is not faith unites the experience of both still much to do to complete Bonthe end of Christianity, as so often the desert and the Resurrection, of nevaux; but it’s ready enough for us
predicted, but another end in the Lent and Easter. It opens a new kind to start to live there and to celebrate
many forms of the ‘explicate’ Chris- of religious consciousness for a hu- the beautiful mystery of our faith.
tian order through which it has al- manity come of age.
Please keep all that Bonnevaux can
ways evolved and will continue to,
In silence and stillness, we experi- be for the world and for our comuntil the ‘end of time’.
ence that God is present in our suf- munity in your heart this Easter, as
In the desert, at the foot of Mount fering, whatever causes it – whether we will keep you in ours.
Sinai, the chosen people panicked genes or a deranged gunman. Our
and rebelled and chose other gods. compassion for those suffering – as
With much love
They made the golden calf from we saw globally after the Christtheir trinkets and worshipped it. church tragedy – is itself a maniWhen Moses returned and saw the festation of the spirit of God. If we
shenanigans going on, he smashed are the victim, we are empowered
the tablets of the Law (it didn’t seem to endure in faith what cannot be
Laurence Freeman OSB
the right time to deliver them). He changed. And we experience the
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News
Meditatio Seminar

Contemplative Care: Healthcare and Meditation
WCCM New Zealand hosted a two-day seminar at Auckland City Hospital

tend the seminar, which is remarkable given mid-January is peak holiday time. Our speakers did justice to
the topic of contemplative care and
we have received great feedback
from the people who attended the
event. It exceeded our expectations
in many ways,” he says. Given the
success of this initial seminar, it may
be followed in due course by another
focussing on a different topic such as
the environment. ONLINE: Watch the
videos at http://tiny.cc/CHSemNZ

Contemplative Care: Healthcare
and meditation was the theme of
the first Meditatio Seminar organised by NZCCM. Held at Auckland
City Hospital on 17 and 18 January,
2019, the event was led by Fr Laurence, and included speakers from
the fields of mental health, hospice
care and general practice. As well as
plenary talks there were workshops
and panel discussions, interspersed
with several short periods of meditation each day.
While the majority of speakers
were from the Roman Catholic and
Anglican Christian traditions there
were also speakers from other spiritual traditions, including Buddhists
and people from an indigenous
Maori spiritual background. The variety of perspectives from a range
of excellent presenters greatly enhanced the seminar. Participants
at the seminar included healthcare
professionals, clergy and religious,

as well as interested meditators, not
only from New Zealand but a number from the meditation communities in Australia and Fiji.
The sessions did not address the
complex ethical issues involved in
contemporary healthcare services,
but rather focused on providing holistic care for the sick or dying person that responded to their needs
as a human being with a spiritual nature. In busy healthcare institutions
focused on technological therapies,
finding silence and time for such a
caring approach is challenging. Various speakers talked about how their
own spiritual orientation and meditation practice enabled them to be
responsive to the individual whom
they were caring for in their professional practice.
The seminar was chaired by Dr.
John Collins, a nephrologist and Associate Professor at the University of
Auckland. “We had 140 people at-

Malaysia: videos of a
Seminar on Palliative
Care now online

The WCCM Malaysia Community
last year held a Meditatio Seminar
entitled Compassionate Presence:
Interfaith Approaches to Palliative
Care, in Petaling Jaya, with 140 participants, many from healthcare professions from across the country. The
videos of this seminar are now available.
ONLINE: Watch the videos at
http://tiny.cc/CP_Mal18
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News

Pilgrims’ voices from the Holy Land
Laurence Freeman led a Pilgrimage to the Holy Land in February (1623). The theme was “A Contemplative Journey to the Holy Land”, with
participation by a very international
group. Some participants share their
experience:

JM Rebueno, Philippines:
February 20, 2019, I made my declaration of love with the WCCM Oblate
Community as an adult who have had
a full life running the gamut from innocence to willful disobedience to
God’s will beyond biting into Eve’s apple. I have made a similar declaration
half a century ago as a silly adolescent
facing possible death under the crushing torrents of an angry waterfall.
Then, in the loudest silent cry I ever
made, I surrendered the last seconds
of my life to Him “Thy will be done!”
On hindsight, it was a cry for God’s
mercy – to forgive me out of His Love
for all my silliness. It certainly gave
me strength to accept the inevitable.
As an adult choosing to love God requires steel courage: to refuse giving
in to my needy self yet at the same
time to have compassion for the Eve’s
that muddle my choices and action
to love God. This is the constant challenge I am happy to take. I pray that
being true to my oblation will give
me the inner strength to respond accordingly.
In the subterranean Chapel of the
Apostles beneath the Garden of Gethsemane before my abbot Fr. Laurence
and the community of oblates and pilgrims participating in the pilgrimage,
I made my final oblation. I had twice
the blessing to repeat privately my fi-

JM Rebueno’s Final Oblation at the Chapel of the Apostles, Jerusalem

nal oblation on the rock that received
Jesus’ sweat of blood as He declared
His ultimate expression of Love for the
Father with “Thy will be done!”

Paul Dunn, USA:
It’s hard for me to summarize how
meaningful this pilgrimage was for
me because it was one of the greatest experiences of my life. I am an
Oblate and couldn’t imagine visiting
the Holy Land without a Contemplative community to journey with.
Fr Laurence far exceeded my hopes
for a deeply prayerful and fully alive
spiritual experience. We visited practically every holy site mentioned in
the four mysteries of the rosary. I
will forevermore experience greater
meaning while meditating on each
decade of the rosary because of this
trip. Because I was there. I touched,
heard, and saw each holy site and
have real personal memories of these
sites. Every day we took turns praying
morning and evening prayer.
A few peak experiences for me
were sailing on the Sea of Galilee,
renewing my baptismal vows on the
Jordan River, walking the Via Doloro-

sa, kissing the spots where Jesus was
born and where he died, and praying at the Wailing Wall.

Lina Lee, Hong Kong
My heart is still overflowing with
joy and gratitude. I not only reconnected with Christ at all the biblical holy sites, but we pilgrims from
diverse backgrounds and different
countries were also united in one
heart and one mind walking with
Christ and His apostles, experiencing
His presence all the more. I came to
convey my deep gratitude to the gracious Lord for rescuing my life physically, not knowing that there is so
much in store - never had I such contentment from union and solidarity
from our pilgrims as one group, one
family with every one’s faces becoming radiant like angels. Assuredly this
will be preciously cherished and remain a source of enlightenment and
strength in the days to come.
Fr Laurence will lead another
pilgrimage to the Holy Land, including other sites not visited this
year: 13-20 February 2020
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News
WCCM Singapore celebrates its 30th Anniversary
By James Loh

Presentation remembering the early steps of WCCM Singapore

the support of the global community led by Fr Laurence, Peter’s leadership and guidance and the many
contributions from all our dedicated
members, we have indeed crafted a
contemplative identity for ourselves.
At the gathering we reminiscence
the past 30 years with a power point
presentation of the activities of the 30
over groups that we have in Singapore.
Fr Laurence also gave each attendee a
copy of his book “ Good Work” to commemorate all the good works done by
the community.
The gathering ended with a presentation of Bonnevaux, our global
community future home.
WCCM Singapore has plenty to be
grateful for and we look forward to the
many opportunities available for us
to be of service to the church and the
larger human society we are part of.

On Sunday 20 Jan 2019 WCCM
Singapore celebrated it’s 30th Anniversary. About 100 of our community leaders and friends gathered for
lunch at a local swimming club. We
invited Fr Laurence and our spiritual
director, Fr Eugene Vaz to grace the

happy occasion.
The atmosphere was edifying. We
could all feel the positive energy and
vibes of a community that has come
this far. The journey came it’s many
ups and downs and challenges like
every growing community. Through

Wisdom Workshop in
Scotland

Group leaders’ meeting in Germany

Laurence Freeman spoke on the
theme “Sources of Wisdom” in a day
workshop in Edinburgh. The event
organized by the Edinburgh International Centre for Spirituality and Peace
took place at the George Young Hall,
LifeCare Edinburgh on 9th February.

In Germany, the first group leader’s meeting took place in Paderborn, at ‘Haus
Maria Immaculata’ on the first weekend of February. Some of us met for the first
time and we shared meditations, reflections, discussions, walks and a beautiful
mass at the Michaelskloster (St.Michael’s Monastery), home to our Sr. Theresia
and Sr. Gabriele. To get to know each other was the primary cause for this weekend, as well as discerning the future shape of the German, Austrian and Swiss
collaboration. (Susanna Melzer, German National Coordinator)
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Interview
Jim Green: “There is a hidden invitation within the
incapacitating experience of depression and anxiety”

Why did you decide to write a
book on meditation and depression?
What was the intention? Why this
title?
Jim: The idea for the book had been
around for some time. A few years ago
I wrote a small booklet, Meditation
& Mental Health, which proved very
popular. Laurence Freeman also mentioned to me just how many people
he was meeting who wanted to talk
to him about meditation and depression. It seemed clear that something
more detailed was needed to support people dealing with these dif-

ficult issues. Hence the current book.
Its title – Giving Up Without Giving Up
- reflects something central to the way
in which we might respond to frightening (sometimes seemingly unbearable)
times in our lives. There is a hidden invitation within the incapacitating experience of depression or anxiety. We are
invited to find a way of letting go of old,
unhelpful strategies and ways of thinking about ourselves; but without giving
up completely on the possibility of new
growth and a deeper understanding of
who we really are.
It seems to me that meditation is a
very helpful vehicle for doing just that.
In the practice, we explicitly set out to
disengage from the exhausting and
punishing agenda of the ego, while
remaining open to – what? There are
many ways to describe it: presence,
grace, healing, love. Beyond description, the best way is to sit and be open
to the experience, without capturing
and labelling it.
The sub-title, Meditation and Depressions is in the plural (depressions,
not depression) because I wanted to
gently challenge the readiness with
which we use that word. Depression

has become almost a cultural and diagnostic cliché. Every experience of
anguish, terror, grief, loss of vitality
and purpose is unique and needs to
be attended to as such. Every era and
every culture has its different ways of
describing and responding to these
experiences. I wanted to honour the
richness and the healing potential
within that insight.
What did the process of writing
this book teach you, or change in
you?
Jim: It reminded me that there are
no easy solutions; that meditation is
not a ‘cure’ for what we call depression;
that there is much unavoidable pain
that we must face and go through in
this life. But I also had my faith strengthened that the practice of meditation
(and the friendship of meditators)
can sustain us as we patiently learn to
heal. It can help us to respond with our
whole being to Goethe’s wonderfully
challenging words:
And so long as you haven’t experienced
This: to die and so to grow,
You are only a troubled guest
		
on the dark earth.

Giving Up Without Giving Up
Meditation and Depressions
By Jim Green
More information and order online: http://tiny.cc/GvUpJG
“If it is true that all human griefs have their roots in our inability to sit quietly in our own
company for five minutes, this spare, candid and calm introduction to meditative practice
will be a life-saving gift for many living in or on the edge of the darkness that regularly
overtakes us in this uncontrollable world.” – Dr Rowan Williams, former Archbishop of
Canterbury.
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News

Seven new things to know about Bonnevaux
as the residential community begins
1 - Renovation still in progress 2 - Blessing and other
events in 2019

Thanks to the generosity of our
global community, Bonnevaux is already a reality, with the opening of
the Abbaye at Easter and of the Conference Centre in July. Our main emphasis now is the Guesthouse due for
completion at the end of the year.
Please visit the Bonnevaux website to
see how you can contribute.

4 - Young Adults Retreat

The Blessing of Phase One of the
Bonnevaux renovation (The Abbaye and the Conference Centre)
by Monsignor Pascal Wintzer (photo), Archbishop of Poitiers, on June
15th 2019. You can check all other
important events here:
http://tiny.cc/savdtBnvx

5 - A Tree for your Trip

This retreat will combine meditation, bodywork, work on the land,
scripture and sharing. It will focus
on the theme of Living Different
(July 24-31). The retreat has two
parts: days at Bonnevaux sharing in
the life of the community and some
days walking the Camino to Santiago de Compostela, (July 31 - August
4). For more information and registration visit http://tiny.cc/BnvxYAR

A new initiative was launched to
fund the plantation of an orchard at
Bonnevaux, and to offset the carbon
emissions of visitors trips. They will
use old varieties and permaculture
principles for the orchard. More info:
http://tiny.cc/treetrip

6 -Visitors and Volunteers
If you have interest in visiting Bonnevaux or want to spend some
time as a volunteer contact Andrew
Cresswell via email:
contact@bonnevauxwccm.org

3 - Meditatio House
Community moves to
Bonnevaux

The small oblate Community that
was living at the Meditatio House in
London moved to Bonnevaux. This
included Fr Laurence - our director is
now officially a Bonnevaux resident!

7 - New website & other
ways to stay informed
The Bonnevaux website will be relaunched soon. We will keep the
same address:
bonnevauxwccm.org
To follow the latest on Bonnevaux you
can also check our social networks:
facebook.com/bonnevauxwccm
instagram.com/bonnevauxwccm
You can also subscribe to The World
Community Monthly news here:
http://tiny.cc/WCNews
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In Focus

Taynã Malaspina, Brazil

I was born into a Catholic family
and studied part of my childhood in
a Catholic college. Around the age
of 23, I had a crisis with the Catholic Church. I found some people in
the community incoherent and I
felt distant from God. There was a
relationship, but not an authentic
communion. Besides, I missed a
more contemplative dimension in
my spiritual life. It was during this
period that I began the search for
meditation and found it in Buddhism. I practiced Buddhism for
two years and in that period I was
delighted with meditative practice.
I thought the concept of Bodhisattva wonderful, attaining enlightenment to help others and free beings

from suffering. But something was
still missing. Buddhist philosophy
was very rich, but there was no such
thing as Christ, and the spiritual vision was a little far from what I believed. Then I found Christian Meditation and from that began one of
the richest periods of my spiritual
journey.
I can say that until then I had a
conceptual vision of God, through
what I had learned from books, catechesis and other forms of knowledge. As I learned from Fr Laurence,
I was prepared to answer the first
question Jesus asks his disciples,
“Who do people say that I am?” But I
was not prepared to answer the second question: “And who do you say
that I am? “ However, through Christian meditation, I have approached
the experience of God, and it is only
through experience that we can
at least try to answer that second
question. The conceptual sense of
God has been replaced by communion with God. Communion and
unity with God lead us to see life
differently and to live out of our essence. The present moment is flooded with meaning and we transcend our
ego to move toward the other.

Meditatio Newsletter is published four
times a year by the International Office of
The World Community for Christian
Meditation, St Marks, Myddelton Square
London EC1R 1XX, London, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7278 2070

Thus, I came to live the original
meaning of the word religion (Religare) linked to our reconnection with
God and our essence. I was able to
transcend a dogmatic view of an
ingrained system of beliefs. Once,
they asked Carl Jung if he believed
in God and he replied, “No, I know
God.” Believing depends on belief,
knowing depends on experience.
On the one hand, we have Karl
Marx saying that religion is the opium of the people and Freud classifying it as a neurosis. On the other
hand, we have John Main and Laurence Freeman, saying that religion
leads us to a new unity and to what
we are called to be. We have the
Dalai Lama saying that the true religion is one that makes us a better
person. And Rumi, an Islamic mystic
who says: My religion is to be alive
in love. Everyone may be correct,
depending on how we relate to religion. Only experience can help us
understand these interpretations.
Christian meditation brought a
huge gift to me: the experience of
God. And when we are touched by
this experience, the feeling of being
at home comes along and all other
searches become secondary.

Editor: Leonardo Corrêa
(leonardo@wccm.org)
Graphic Design: Gerson Laureano
Would you like to contribute to the
Meditatio Newsletter? Our next
deadline is 10 June.
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Books

Audio & CDs

Laurence Freeman deﬁnes good work as
‘work that brings out the best in the people
who do it, and brings enduring beneﬁt to
those who are influenced by it’. This book is

about how meditation helps to make work
good work, while transforming the workplace environment through more humanly
rich and enjoyable encounters. The emphasis throughout is on practice rather than
theory. The language is inclusively secular.
The approach is wisdom-based rather than
a merely physical or psychological one. The
spark for this book came from a series of talks
Laurence Freeman gave to the staff at DP Architects, Singapore in 2017, where they now
continue to meditate every morning before
work begins.You can order the book online
here: http://tiny.cc/GWrk

The latest Meditatio CD Series.
Listen to or download the tracks:
http://tiny.cc/Med2019A
Order a copy of the CD:
http://tiny.cc/Discipleship1

John Main Seminar 2019: Exploring the meaning
of a Contemplative Christianity today
The churches are almost empty
or sold, as if they’ve reached their
tipping point, and from the pulpits, god slid out.
Lisa Jacobson,
‘There Are Stones That Sing’

And it’s not only the pervasive secularism of Western culture that’s at
issue here. Many of us who meditate
also find our old ways of participating in the Christian tradition coming under strain. As we grow in contemplative consciousness and leave
behind tribal and dualistic forms of
religion, we can struggle with how

to believe and belong. In this Seminar,
I hope we might begin to explore the
meaning and embodiment of a contemplative Christianity for our time. What is
it in the Christian tradition, the practise
of Christian faith, that remains a necessary gift for a world in crisis? How do we
articulate, share and embody this gift?
As we move to Bonnevaux and as our
outreach to the secular world continues
to grow, it seems an important moment
to reflect on the significance of being a
World Community for Christian Meditation. I hope many can join us. (Sarah
Bachelard)

John Main Seminar 2019:
A Contemplative Christianity
for our Time (August 5-11)
led by Rev. Dr. Sarah Bachelard
Pre-Seminar Silent Retreat - Sources
of Wisdom led by Laurence Freeman
Vancouver, Canada.
Visit: http://jms2019.org/

To order: contact the resource centre nearest to you. Our centres are listed below
VISIT WCCM’s ONLINE BOOKSTORE: https://mediomedia.com/
UK and EUROPE
www.goodnewsbooks.co.uk
email:
orders@goodnewsbooks.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1582 571011

USA
www.contemplative-life.org
email:contemplativewisdom2@gmail.com
Tel: +1-520-882-0290
CANADA
www.wccm-canada.ca
christianmeditation@wccm-canada.ca
Tel: +1-514-485-7928

ASIA
email: mmi@wccm.org
Tel: +65 6469 7671
AUSTRALIA
jopanetta@gmail.com
Tel: +61 2 9482 3468

NEW ZEALAND
www.christiansupplies.co.nz
email: order@pleroma.org.nz
Tel: 0508 988 988
(Within NZ Only)

